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Abstract
Promoting interoperrable computational linguistics (CL) and natural language processing (NLP) application platforms and interchangeable data formats have contributed improving discoverabilty and accessbility of the openly available NLP software. In this paper, we
discuss the enhanced data visualization capabilities that are also enabled by inter-operating NLP pipelines and interchange formats.
For adding openly available visualization tools and graphical annotation tools to the Language Applications Grid (LAPPS Grid) and
Computational Linguistics Applications for Multimedia Services (CLAMS) toolboxes, we have developed interchange formats that can
carry annotations and metadata for text and audiovisual source data. We descibe those data formats and present case studies where we
successfully adopt open-source visualization tools and combine them with CL tools.
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1.

Introduction

In this paper, we discuss the enhanced data visualization capabilities enabled by the open-source natural language processing (NLP) tools (either separately or pipelined in application workflows) as well as openly available visualization
toolkits. While popular text-based search and navigation
applications such as ElasticSearch+Kibana stack (ELK)1
or Solr2 are beginning to provide some Human Language
Technology (HLT)-enabled indexing that can then be visualized (e.g., named entity recognition (NER)), we argue that a more robust and generic capability for visualizing data is enabled by adopting common rich and flexible interchange formats from which the visualization can
be mapped. To this end, we describe the use of the LAPPS
Interchange Format (LIF) and the Multi-Media Interchange
Format (MMIF) as pivots from which visualizations can be
driven.
Specifically, we discuss two different scenarios for the visualization of data: (i) visualization of an individual document and its annotations; and (ii) visualization of a collection of documents that is processed offline in order to ultimately provide a display of collection-wide phenomena.
We demonstrate how visualization of an individual document and its annotations is performed by converting between pivoting interchange formats (specifically LIF and/or
MMIF) and application specific formats. Using interchange
formats enables the chaining of tools into a pipeline which
generates automatic annotations that can then be visualized or modified by a human-in-the-loop in multiple annotation environments. Additionally, we describe the functionality enabled by using LIF and MMIF as interchange
formats within the Language Applications Grid (LAPPS
Grid)-Galaxy and Computational Linguistics Applications
for Multimedia Services (CLAMS) respectively. The second scenario involves the visualization of data characteristics that inhere over an entire collection. We illustrate how
MMIF and LIF can facilitate visualization across a collec1
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tion of documents by being exported for indexing in document indexing tools (ELK or Solr) and associated front-end
web interfaces (such as Kibana) that support per-index visualization .

2.

Interchange Formats and Interoperability

Since we use interchange formats as the mediators between
data and their visualizations we describe here the two formats that we have used in our work.

2.1.

LAPPS Interchange Format

As a data driven research community, it has been one
of most important goals shared among the computational
linguistics (CL) community to have a common data format that can be used in different data processing projects.
Within the CL community, the Unstructured Information
Management Applications (UIMA) framework (Ferrucci et
al., 2009) and the General Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE) (Cunningham et al., 2013) have been served
as well-established and popular tool-chaining platforms for
researchers and NLP developers. Although GATE focuses
primarily on textual data, UIMA provides an extremely
general model of type systems and annotations that can
be applied to multimedia source data. However, there is a
steep learning curve supporting UIMA’s generality, due in
large part to its tight binding to XML syntax and the Java
programming language. More recently, web-based workflow engines such as the LAPPS Grid (Ide et al., 2014)
and WebLicht (Hinrichs et al., 2010) have been developed that provide user-friendly web interfaces for chaining
NLP tools. These platforms not only offer tool repositories
containing state-of-the-art NLP tools for annotating textual
data at a variety of linguistic levels (e.g., CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014), OpenNLP (OpenNLP, 2017), UDPipe
(Straka and Straková, 2017)), but also provide open source
software development kits (SDKs) for tool developers in
order to promote adoption. The LAPPS Grid and WebLicht
both provide for chaining tools from different developers,
which use a variety of I/O formats, by virtue of underlying
data interchange formats that impose a common I/O format
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Figure 1: Named entity annotations in the LAPPS Grid, generated by LINDAT/CLARIN’s NameTag 4 tool and visualized
with Brat.
among those tools. The LAPPS Grid uses LIF (Verhagen
et al., 2015), a JSON-LD serialization, as its interchange
format; while WebLicht uses its XML-based Text Corpus
Format (TCF) (Heid et al., 2010). Additionally, the LAPPS
Grid defines a linked data vocabulary that ensures semantic
interoperability (Ide et al., 2015). Beyond in-platform interoperability, the LAPPS Grid has established multi-platform
interoperability between LAPPS Grid and two CLARIN
platforms (Hinrichs et al., 2018) as well as several other
platforms (e.g., DKPro (Eckart de Castilho and Gurevych,
2014), PubAnnotation (Kim and Wang, 2012), and INCEpTION (Klie et al., 2018)).
Figure 1 shows a visualization of named entity annotations
in the LAPPS Grid, using Brat (Stenetorp et al., 2012). All
annotations are represented in the LIF format and linked
either to offsets within read-only primary data or to other
annotation layers. Within the LIF document containing
the annotations, each annotation references a name (e.g.,
PERSON), possibly coupled with additional attributes, that
links to a full definition in the LAPPS Grid Web Service
Exchange Vocabulary (WSEV)5 . Alternative names used
within specific tools are mapped to the WSEV in order
to ensure semantic consistency among tools from different
sources.
Although it is not shown in the trimmed-down screenshot in fig.1, the views list contains a view generated by
NameTag and that view includes a list of annotation where
one looks like the fragment below.
{
"@type": "NamedEntity",
5

https://vocab.lappsgrid.org/. Note the reference in the @context field of the LIF tool output.

"id": "c0",
"start": 24,
"end": 38,
"features": {
"category": "PERSON" }
}

The @type attribute’s value is a shorthand for the full form
http://vocab.lappsgrid.org/NamedEntity
which contains the definition of Named Entity annotation type. The annotation is anchored in the text, and
its feature dictionary gives the information relevant for
named entity annotations. All annotations in LIF follow
this format.

2.2.

Multi-Media Interchange Format

Recent developments driven by advancements in high data
throughput and machine learning algorithms have brought
impressive boosts in performance of not only NLP, but also
computer vision (CV), and speech technologies processing
audio and video data. The machine learning approach to
solving problems is data-driven, and most state-of-the-art
applications are based on supervised algorithms which rely
on large sets of training data. To ensure the high quality of datasets containing rich multimodal annotations, the
CL community has had to move beyond text-only annotation practices, and has tried to establish a common format for multimodal annotations, particularly with regard
to annotating speech in audio and gestures in video. For
example, (Schmidt et al., 2008) outline a diversity of annotation applications and formats, as well as the community effort to develop an interoperable format that carries
complicated, layered multimodal annotation. As a result,
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Figure 2: A primary data text collection can be created from an image and can then be input to downstream NLP components.
UIMA and Component MetaData Infrastructure (CMDI)
(Broeder et al., 2012) have been widely adopted frameworks that provide interoperable multimodal information
exchange between computational analysis tools, and for
metadata repositories for discoverability, respectively.
More recently, the International Image Interoperability
Framework (IIIF) 6 has been gaining popularity among the
Libraries, Archives and Museums (LAM) community. IIIF
is an industry-led project, which originally started with the
goal of providing an interchange format to transfer collections of born-digital or digitized images (e.g., scanned
books, sheet music, pictures, and paintings) along with textual annotation and metadata on items in the collections.
In its latest development, starting from its API version 3.0
(in beta stage as of time of writing) 7 , IIIF supports not
only images, but also time-based audiovisual data. The
main purpose of this specification is to provide consumers
of these collections (usually digital libraries, archives, and
museums) with a consistent semantics of how to present the
collections in their client software (e.g., in what order, in
which orientation, on what zoom level, etc). Unfortunately,
however, the IIIF does not provide detailed specifications
for the semantics of the content of the textual annotations.
In principle, one could design an independent, adequate
data model for textual annotation that can be carried out on
IIIF, since the IIF specification is built upon the Open Annotation model and linked-data conformity, but this would
involve significant additional effort.
MMIF is an interoperable representation format that is used
in the CLAMS (Rim et al., 2019) project. CLAMS is a platform of computational analysis tools designed for digital
libraries and archives who have to deal with not just textual data, but also audiovisual time-based data. To handle
the complexity of multimodal content and semantics of the
audiovisual data sources, MMIF is specifically designed to
enable alignment of annotations on different modes of the
primary data sources.
6
7
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Specifically, multimodal annotations in MMIF are first categorized by the anchor type on which the annotation is
placed. That is, an annotation can be placed on: (1) character offsets of a text; (2) time segments of time-based media;
(3) two-dimensional (w × h) or three-dimensional (w × h×
duration) bounding boxes on video frames; and (4) other
annotations. For instance, a NER annotation can anchor
on a token annotation that is in turn anchored on character offsets. Furthermore, the characters can be from primary text data or from other annotations (such as automatic
speech recognition (ASR) or optical character recognition
(OCR)).
MMIF is also built upon the same philosophy as LIF in
representing annotations, in that it distinguishes between
the primary data and annotation layers (called views) on
those data. The primary data in LIF is the text and it is
made available as a read-only entity that annotations can
refer to. For MMIF there is not a single text that comprises
the primary data but a set of media: images, videos, audio
streams and texts. While texts can be represented directly
in the MMIF object, other media are typically referred to by
URL or local file path because of the size of data. MMIF
also allows a bit more structure in its primary data, in that its
individual media can be collections rather than just single
instances; an example of where this is used will follow later
in this section. The annotation elements in an MMIF view
are very similar to the ones in LIF, except that there is a
wider range of anchors. Where LIF annotation can only
refer to text offsets or other annotations, MMIF annotation
can anchor into image, audio and video sources as well.
Another difference from LIF is that media can be associated
with an alignment: for example, an audio stream can be
associated with a transcription.
Figure 2 shows how MMIF and CLAMS allow text processing to occur in a multimedia workflow. We start with
an image and run that image through the EAST text detection tool (Zhou et al., 2017). In MMIF, the results are
stored as annotations where each annotation is anchored to
a bounding box in the image. These bounding boxes are
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Figure 3: LIF and MMIF act as pivots and mediate between a variety of data and visualizations.
then handed to the Tesseract OCR tool8 which generates
text fragments which are linked in MMIF to the bounding
box annotations generated by EAST. At that point we run
into a problem if we wish to apply some language processing on those fragments. It is rather cumbersome for an NLP
tool to find these fragments, since they are expressed as annotations themselves. To deal with this, we write specialized modules that take texts generated in a variety of scenarios and promote that text to a collection of primary texts.
This collection is obviously derived from an image (and its
metadata specify that) and therefore perhaps it is not technically primary data, but from the perspective of downstream
text processing, it is convenient to view the generated data
as primary data that cannot be amended.

3.

Case Studies

This section presents some illustrative case studies where
the MMIF and LIF interchange formats have been used
to mediate between data and visualizations associated with
this data.

3.1.

LIF: GraphViz and Brat

The Galaxy-based instances of the LAPPS Grid include
plugins for visualization of annotations over individual documents that can be invoked by the user at any step in
an annotation workflow or following the application of an
individual annotation engine. Brat visualization includes
text-bound annotations, expressed in Brat’s internal flat-file
standoff format via character offsets; and directional, binary relation annotations between text-bound annotations
8

consisting of one or more contiguous tokens. Mapping between LIF and Brat’s standoff format is relatively straightforward, although without collapsing two or more LIF
“views” (typically, one annotation type) into a single view,
we are constrained to display only one annotation layer at a
time. Mapping LIF to GraphViz’s9 flat-file “DOT” format
is similarly straightforward. Additionally, mapping from
LIF to the internal formats used in the PubAnnotation and
INCEpTION platforms allows for seamless import and export of LIF documents to and from their single-document
annotation visualizer/editors.

3.2.

MMIF: displaCy

As a part of development of CLAMS and MMIF, we developed a standalone Python-based webapp for visualizing
different annotations from a given MMIF json input. Using CLAMS python-SDK, we were able to directly map
MMIF json objects to python native objects and use spaCy
and displaCy (Honnibal and Montani, 2017) to visualize
linguistic annotations (e.g. NER, trees) for rendering in
web browsers.
Using MMIF it is possible to apply NLP tools to text generated with CV or OCR applications. One possible workflow allows the extraction and processing of lower-thirds
(graphic overlay placed in the lower area of the videos, for
on-screen subtitles, captions, personal identities) text in a
news broadcast video for visualization in displaCy. We
build upon the multimedia workflow described in 2.2. First,
text is localized and recognized using the EAST and Tesseract tools respectively. Using the location and duration of
9
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Figure 4: Video time segments generated in CLAMS imported into VIA for manual annotation.

Figure 5: Visualizing bounding boxes generated via a RLSA tool on a document from the RVL-CDIP dataset. Visualization
is on the left, while source MMIF annotation is on the right.
the text region, we can identify text that it likely to be a
lower-third entry. This text can be promoted to primary
data as described in 2.2., where it can be processed by NLP
tools. Finally, the linguistic annotations can be visualized
with displaCy. Additionally, displaCy can be used to display annotations on the transcript of a video as shown in
Figure 6.

3.3.

MMIF: Bounding Boxes in Images

Document segmentation is an important step in processing
digitized documents. The bounding boxes that result from
performing document segmentation can be visualized in
the MMIF visualizer web application through the HTML5
<canvas> tag. RLSA (Wong et al., 1982) is one algorithm for document segmentation. In Figure 5, bounding
boxes’ coordinates have been generated by running a tool
written with the CLAMS SDK and run through the CLAMS
Galaxy interface. The resulting MMIF is displayed through
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Figure 6: Force-aligned transcript is then processed for synchronized video caption (exported to WebVTT format) as well
as for named entity visualization (using dispalyCy). Results are shown in a standalone web application.
the MMIF visualization application.

3.4.

MMIF: Synchronized Captions for Web
Video Player

Forced alignment annotations allow an existing transcript to
be time-aligned to the audio stream. The time aligned annotations can be stored in the view of an MMIF then exported
to a standard WebVTT 10 file which can be used to provide
synchronized captions to a video displayed on a web page
using HTML5 <video> and <track> tags. MMIF facilitates the generation of time-aligned transcripts by providing a shared vocabulary for chaining tools into a workflow.
The performance of existing forced alignment tools such as
the Gentle forced aligner (Ochshorn and Hawkins, 2015)
and the Montreal forced aligner (McAuliffe et al., 2017) declines with audio that contain non-speech segments. In the
American Archive of Public Broadcasting (AAPB), news
broadcasts often contain segments of music or commercials. In order to apply forced alignment tools to these types
of media, it is necessary to filter out any significant portions
of non-speech audio. The CLAMS platform enables filtering non-speech segments of video with various tools such
as SMPTE Bar segment identification. A segment of timealigned transcript is shown as a caption on the video in the
left panel of Figure 6.

3.5.

MMIF: CVAT and VIA

Various annotation tools and formats exist for video and
image annotation. Two such tools are VIA (Dutta and Zisserman, 2019) and CVAT (OpenCV, 2018). These tools
provide different but overlapping functionality. CVAT provides functionality for interpolating bounding box locations
between frames. VIA provides a convenient interface for
time segment annotation. Both of these annotation tools
10
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enable a user to annotate images or videos with labeled
bounding boxes or polygons. Additionally, CVAT supports
polyline and keypoint annotations. CVAT also allows for
pre-annotation within the platform through integration with
the OpenVino toolkit 11 . Each of these annotation tools
allow a user to import existing annotations, however they
require formats specific to the tool. CVAT supports importing and exporting annotations in multiple formats. VIA
supports importing annotations from a VIA project or as
a csv. MMIF can serve as a pivot between VIA, CVAT,
and other annotation tools. We can convert MMIF to the
CVAT XML v1.1 format to load annotations into the CVAT
application. From the CVAT application, annotations can
be exported to the CVAT XML 1.1 format which can then
be mapped to MMIF. Various types of pre-annotations can
be generated through the use of tools within the CLAMS
platform. One example workflow is for annotation of text
within lower thirds of a broadcast news video. First, shot
changes are detected using the wrapped pySceneDetect12
tool within CLAMS. Next, portions of the video containing ’junk frames’ such as SMPTE bars or all black frames
are identified (as shown in figure 4). These annotations can
then be exported from MMIF to the VIA project format
which is also json. By detecting shots and junk frame segments in advance, an annotator can more quickly annotate
each shot for the presence of lower thirds and transcribe the
contents of the lower thirds. Annotations can be converted
from the VIA project format to MMIF.

3.6.

LIF: Collection Visualization via Kibana

The previous sections discussed visualizations that display
an individual document and its annotations. In addition to
these types of visualizations, MMIF and LIF can facilitate
11

https://software.intel.com/en-us/
openvino-toolkit
12
https://pyscenedetect.readthedocs.io/
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Figure 7: The Kibana Dashboard shows collection visualization as word clouds and conditional frequency distributions of
named entities and topic keywords extracted using NLP pipelines enabled by LAPPS Grid.
visualization across a collection of documents by being exported for indexing in ELK or Solr. We have created a
LAPPS workflow to extract a variety of information from
a set of scientific articles where the information extracted
included metadata (title and author), technology terms and
topics. In addition we created a component that takes the
information from the views and generates JSON documents
for ELK indexing. This component can be easily extended
to take in other types of annotations in LIF format. With the
resulting document indices, we can then generate visualizations of the data set as a collection using Kibana’s built-in
tools, and customizable JavaScript plugins, see Figure 7.

4.

Conclusion and Future Directions

In this paper, we have presented an architecture for NLPenabled data visualization through the use of interchange
formats, in particular LIF and MMIF. We have demonstrated that the syntactic and semantic interoperability inherent in both MMIF and LIF facilitates not only the interoperability of multimodal analysis and annotation tools,
but also a variety of data visualizations on the annotations
created by these tools.
We are currently working on expanding capability of
MMIF to make it fully compatible with LIF. With this full
compatibility, our goal is to adopt text processing capability of LAPPS Grid platform into the CLAMS and to
promote accessibility to CL applications not only within
the CL community but also in LAM and Digital Humanity
(DH) communities by providing with easy-to-use multimedia analysis toolkits that can help researchers using visual
and audiovisual historical material.
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